
     

  
       Governor of the Autonomous Region of Friuli Venezia Giulia Massimiliano Fedriga
I am very pleased to bring my greetings and thanks from myself and the regional Administration to this important sporting event 
meritoriously organized by the Regional Committee of the Italian Athletics Federation. 
The Play Together Athletics Alpe Adria Games is an event that has gradually grown over the years and which this year brings young 
athletes to Pordenone from six other Italian regions, as well as from Austria, Serbia and Croatia.
An event of international importance which, in the name of the values   of friendship and healthy competition that only sport transmits, 
brings together young people from various backgrounds and cultures, making them compete but also creating new exchanges and 
important meeting moments in their education.
Furthermore, sporting events like this are not only good for competitive spirit, but also represent a very important opportunity to 
enhance and promote the regional territory and in this case the Pordenone area and its many peculiarities and scenic beauties.
Through this recognized event, sport and promotion of the territory go hand in hand. The sporting event, in addition to being a 
competition included in the international athletics calendar, becomes a showcase capable of representing a great opportunity to raise 
awareness and promote the tourist attractions of Friuli Venezia Giulia and, in particular, the uncontaminated landscapes of the 
Dolomites and the Magredi, places of beauty and well-being.
The Region, through PromoTurismo Fvg and the Io Sono Friuli Venezia Giulia brand, wants to encourage these events by also 
offering the opportunity to the many who come from outside the region to follow the competitions to get to know and discover our 
regional territory.
Therefore, good luck to the many athletes who will compete in the three days of sporting competition for competitions that are always 
characterized by the universal values   of sport, such as commitment, tenacity, sacrifice and friendship. 
To the organizers, renewed thanks and good work with the hope that the tradition of the Play Together Alpe Adria Games can 
continue over the years. 
To the large public who will participate in the event, I wish you lots of fun while also discovering the Friuli Venezia Giulia area.

   
Mayor of Pordenone Alessandro Ciriani 

"With great satisfaction Pordenone and its territory welcome the Alpe Adria Games, a two-day international track and field event in 
which many boys and girls under 23 will have the opportunity to meet, compare and have fun together, in the name of friendship 
between peoples.
This event, in continuity with the unforgettable "Youth Games" Alpe Adria, continues to unite young athletes from many Italian 
regions and various European nations that share the Adriatic Sea and the Alpine chain. A vast territory that possesses a rich cultural 
heritage and which, despite speaking different languages, communicates perfectly through the language of Sport, based on the 
fundamental values   of respect, friendship, sacrifice, mutual help, sharing, courage and the fortitude to not let go never get 
discouraged by defeats.
I wish all the young people who participate in these important Games to spend pleasant moments in our city, taking advantage of 
this stay to discover the artistic beauties of our land, the goodness that this territory offers and to be immersed in the many cultural 
and musical events that Summer in Pordenone offers.
Good luck everyone!"

 



 
Vice President and Councilor for Culture and Sport of the Autonomous Region of Friuli Venezia Giulia Lawyer Mario ANZIL

“The international scope that the presence of the representatives of Austria, Serbia and Croatia gives to the Alpe Adria Games “Play 
Together Athletics 2024” effectively reflects the identity of our region and its European centrality and, at the same time, promotes it, 
precisely as the organizers set out to do. 
The Region considers the chosen method admirable, which combines a sport as varied as athletics, culture and the promotion of 
places, as the complexity of the offer leads to an appreciable result which rightly and jointly celebrates the beauty of sport and 
territory.
As Vice President and Regional Councilor for culture and sport I therefore want to thank all the organizers and those who 
contributed to making this initiative possible and wish all those who will participate as athletes or members of the public to spend 
wonderful days dedicated to sport, the values   it brings with it and the love for the places of our beautiful region at the center of 
Europe.” 

           
         Sports Councilor of Pordenone Walter De Bortoli 

“Champions of international standing and young promises who have already achieved notable results in various athletics tournaments 
will compete in Pordenone in this international U23 athletics meeting, which will see the representatives of nations and regions 
belonging to the Alpe Adria context compete. 
I express all my satisfaction in seeing how high-level events like this express the true soul of our city, made up of sporting tradition, 
healthy values   of competition and competition and ability, organization, professionalism on the part of those who believe in the 
creation of engaging sporting events of excellence capable of promoting healthy sporting practice and good life practices. 
The 2024 edition of the “Play Together Athletic” Alpe Adria Games demonstrates that strength and will prevail in athletes and 
organizers, how powerful the motivation is to bring out the spirit of those sporting actions which, from healthy competition, change into 
moments of friendship and mutual respect. 
To the athletes, the participating Sports Associations and the organizational staff, I wish them good work and the achievement of the 
results they have set themselves.”

   
President of the CONI FVG Regional Committee eng.  Giorgio Brandolin

“On behalf of the entire sports movement of the Friuli Venezia Giulia Region and my staff, I am pleased to bring a sincere and 
warm welcome to all those athletes, technicians, managers and sports enthusiasts who will take part in the PLAY TOGETHER 
ATHLETICS event scheduled for 20 and 21 July next year in Pordenone.
I am particularly pleased that the event is taking place in Pordenone in the structure named after a great name in Pordenone 
athletics and the first president of CONI, Mario Agosti. 
 I extend the warmest welcome to the male and female athletes who are preparing to compete in competitions, with the hope that 
the competition days will be lived in the name of friendship between peoples, exalting and making their own the true values   of 
which sport promotes such as responsibility and loyalty and to compete while having fun.
I express my heartfelt thanks to all the organizers, from the institutions, to the FIDAL Regional CR and to its associates with their 
respective managers and volunteers, for their efforts in the preparation and management of the event, certain that the participating 
athletes and companions will be welcomed with the usual warmth of our people and that sport is the best way to continue to 
promote the image of our beautiful lands and the hospitality of our Region.”



    
       President of the FIDAL regional committee Massimo Di Giorgio
“I greet and thank all the teams representing nations and regions who have joined this athletics event, where athletes will compete on 
the competition field with the values   and ethics that distinguish them. 
This meeting allows the exchange of skills, experiences and strengthens the common passion for this sport. 
Three great champions, ambassadors of sport and life, made themselves available to be "TESTIMONIALS of PLAY TOGETHER 
ATHLETIC", their names Manuela Di Centa, Marzia Caravelli, Alessia Trost.
Applause goes to those who believed and supported us in the organizational challenge, the Municipality of Pordenone, the Friuli 
Venezia Giulia Region, the clubs: Atletica Brugnera Pordenone Friulintagli, Atletica San Martino, Libertas Sanvitese, Gruppo 
Podistico Livenza Sacile, Atletica 2000, Libertas Porcia, Atletica Dolomiti Friulane, many people from CP FIDAL Pordenone, the 
judges and partners.
The event is located between two major events featuring athletics, the Rome 2024 European Championships and the Paris Olympics. 
Finding the date to fit in was not easy, but we succeeded and WORLD ATHLETICS has included us in the global calendar.” 
2024 also marks the end of a four-year Olympic period, but I am certain that for the foreseeable future CR FIDAL FVG will also be the 
organizer of this event, expanding participation to find ourselves TOGETHER.
Proud of my Region Friuli Venezia Giulia, I shout "Long live athletics that unites us" and invite you to come to the "Mario Agosti" 
stadium to experience two days of great sport.

AMBASSADOR TESTIMONIAL

     Manuela Di Centa 
Honorary member of the IOC, Olympic champion Lillehammer 1994 Winter Olympics,  
mountaineer (first Italian woman to reach the top of Everest).

     Marzia Caravelli
Gold in the 100 meters hurdles at the Mediterranean Games in 2013 in Mersin, Turkey, he participated in the London 2012 
Olympic Games, 18* blue shirts.

         Alessia Trost 
World indoor bronze medalist in Birmingham in 2018. Throughout her career she was world junior and student champion. 
He participated in the Rio de Janeiro 2016 and Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games, 19* blue shirts.


